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ABSTRACT: This study focuses on the characteristics of foam
generation, flow, and plugging in different reservoir fracture environ-
ments. Through visual physical model experiments and stone core
displacement experiments, we analyze the flow regeneration of foam in a
simulated reservoir fracture environment as well as its sealing and
sweeping mechanisms. The findings reveal that low permeability
reservoirs, with their smaller and more intricate fracture structures, are
conducive to the generation of high-strength foam. This is due to the
stronger shear effect of these fracture structures on the injected surfactant
and gas mixture system, resulting in a denser foam system. Consequently,
low permeability reservoirs facilitate a series of mechanisms that enhance
the fluid sweep efficiency. Furthermore, the experiments demonstrate
that higher reservoir fracture roughness intensifies the shear disturbance
effect on the injected fluid. This disturbance aids in foam regeneration, increases the flow resistance of the foam, and helps to plug
high permeability channels. As a result, the foam optimizes the injection-production profile and improves the fluid sweep efficiency.
Stone core displacement experiments further illustrate that during foam flooding, the foam liquid film encapsulates the gas phase,
thereby obstructing fluid channeling through the Jamin effect. This forces the subsequently injected fluid into other low-permeability
fractures, overcoming the shielding effect of high-permeability fractures on low-permeability fractures. Consequently, this improves
the fluid diversion rate of low permeability fractures, effectively inhibiting fluid cross-flow and enhancing sweep efficiency. These
experimental results highlight the advantages of foam flooding in the development of complex reservoirs with low permeability
fracture structures, demonstrating its efficacy in inhibiting fluid cross-flow and optimizing the injection-production profile.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the process of reservoir development, the fluid injected for
oil displacement cannot reach the target reservoir effectively
due to the heterogeneity of the formation fracture structure.
These fluids often bypass formation through large fractures
with high permeability in the late stage of oil production,
resulting in a cross-flow effect. This condition leads to low fluid
utilization efficiency, unsatisfactory sweep efficiency, and a
sharp decline in oil production efficiency.1 Therefore,
researchers have explored using a special fluid system to
block the high permeability channel during the injection
process, inhibit the cross-flow of fluid, and regulate the flow
path of subsequent injection. Based on these ideas, a nitrogen
foam flooding technology system has been developed. Since
foam flooding theory was proposed in the 1960s, this
technology system has shown advantages in various reservoir
development cases with complex reservoir fracture structures.
The foam has multiple mechanisms, such as sealing high-
permeability fractures, controlling fluid cross-flow, adjusting
the injection-production profile, reducing oil viscosity, and
improving the oil displacement mobility ratio.2−5 The system
is particularly effective in improving the fluid sweep efficiency

and oil displacement efficiency in the gas flooding process.
Based on the particularity of the gas−liquid two-phase
structure, the foam effectively encapsulates nitrogen and blocks
the high permeability channels based on the superimposed
Jamin effect during the flow process to inhibit the loss of
nitrogen from these channels. At the same time, due to the
resistance effect brought by the above blocking effect, the flow
resistance of nitrogen is increased, and it is forced to enter the
blind end of complex fractures that were previously difficult to
sweep, to improve the sweep efficiency.6−8 In addition, with
foam with the surfactant as the foaming component, based on
its existence, the foam system can exert a wettability reversal
effect on reservoir fractures and weaken the hydrophobicity of
reservoir rocks. Under this condition, the adhesion work
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required by the fluid to peel the oil from the fracture wall is
reduced, and the oil displacement efficiency is optimized.9,10

Combined with the aforementioned improvement of sweep
efficiency, conditions are created for the improvement of oil
recovery.
In conventional water flooding and gas flooding, there is a

competitive effect between large-sized high permeability
fractures and small-sized low permeability fractures in the
fracture environment of the reservoir to accommodate the
injected oil displacement fluid.11−14 Due to the high
permeability of large fractures, injected fluid tends to flow
first from inside them. When the flow path of the fluid in the
high permeability fracture is opened, it will form a shielding
effect on the flow of the subsequently injected fluid in the low
permeability channel, and the low permeability channel is
difficult to introduce into the fluid flow.15 The flow path
opened in the high permeability fracture is the cross-flow
channel of the fluid, and the other fractures with small
openings and large tortuosity in this stage are difficult to sweep
by the fluid.16−18 In the end, the subsequently injected fluid
quickly drains out of the reservoir through this channel and
cannot effectively spread to other oil-bearing areas promptly.
This situation leads to a low fluid sweep efficiency and
difficulty in further improving oil recovery. In order to
optimize the flow path of injected fluid and mitigate the
shielding effect caused by high permeability cracks, specific
measures should be implemented. The foam can effectively
obstruct the high permeability channel, thereby augmenting
the displacement capability of the fluid in low permeability
channels. In addition, considering that reservoir high temper-
ature and high pressure have a negative impact on the stable
flow of foam as a thermodynamically unstable system, relevant
studies further put forward the idea of adding solid phase
particles as stabilizers to optimize the structural strength of
foam and ensure the effective foam flooding.19−21 These
particles have the effect of reducing the interfacial tension of
the foam liquid film and improving the apparent viscosity of
the system, thus creating conditions for further improvement
of oil recovery by extending the working life of the foam in the
reservoir and optimizing the oil displacement mobility ratio.
At present, the research on nitrogen foam mainly focuses on

the overall oil displacement efficiency of the system and the
evaluation of macroscopic resistance factors. However, there is
limited research on the differences in fluid flow patterns in
different complex fracture environments of fractured reservoirs.
At the same time, the research on the burst, regeneration, and
migration of foam in fractured reservoir environments is not
systematic enough.22,23 Therefore, the reservoir fracture
physical model experiment and stone core displacement
experiment were designed in this study, and the swept
mechanism and fracture plugging characteristics of foam
under different reservoir fracture scale conditions were
discussed,24−26 which is aimed at providing data reference
for the design of field reservoir development process
parameters.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Experimental Materials. In this study, the material

used for preparing the foam was N2 gas, purchased from the
Qingdao Tianyuan gas factory, with a purity higher than
99.9%. The YF-1 anionic surfactant, used as the foaming agent,
was provided by the fund. Due to the relevant confidentiality
agreement, the specific molecular formula of the agent could

not be disclosed in this paper. Additionally, deionized water
was used as the medium to prepare the foaming agent solution,
which was mixed with the surfactant. The mass concentration
of the surfactant in the solution was set to 0.2 wt %.
Furthermore, three kinds of cellophane paper with different
surface roughnesses were used to create different fracture
environments in reservoir physical model experiments. To
discuss the distribution characteristics of foam in different
fractures, stone core models were used as the media to
simulate different fractures in the reservoir. The sizes of the
fractures in the stone cores were 0.09 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mm,
respectively. The structural forms of the fractures are shown in
Figure 1.

2.2. Laboratory Apparatus. 2.2.1. Formation Character-
istics of Foam Systems in Fractures with Different Rough-
ness. The ISCO piston pump, manufactured by Teledyne
Technologies, had a maximum specified working pressure of
68.95 MPa and a maximum output flow rate of 50 mL·min−1.
The acrylic plate reservoir fracture model, purchased from
Hua’an Instrument Co., Ltd. (Jiangsu, China), was used in the
experiments. The instrument is shown in Figure 2. It was
equipped with an inner cavity that is 100 mm long, 30 mm
wide, and 4 mm deep. The overall length of the model was 130
mm, the width 60 mm, and the height 20 mm. The gas
flowmeter, purchased from Bronkhorst GmbH (Netherlands),
could control the maximum gas flow of 20 mL·min−1, with a
maximum specified pressure of 2 MPa. Several steel
intermediate vessels, drying pipes, check valves, and other
ancillary components were used, all produced by Jiangsu
Hai’an Petroleum Instrument Co., Ltd., China. In this study,
the fluid inside the model was also observed with an ultradepth
field microscopic system, which was purchased from Keynes
Company (Shanghai Branch, China), and its microscopic
magnification range was 0−500 times.

2.2.2. Migration Characteristics of Foam Systems in
Fractures with Different Roughness. The instruments used in
this part of the work include the ISCO plunger pump, gas flow
meter, steel intermediate container, drying pipe, check valve,
pressure gauge, and other components, with their specific
technical specifications consistent with the instruments used in
the previous part of the work. Additionally, this work utilized
another acrylic plate reservoir physical model, which was a
visual reservoir fracture model composed of two acrylic sheets
of the same size and specification. As shown in Figure 3, based
on the design ideas of this physical model, laser etching was
carried out on the bottom of the inner cavity of the lower cover
plate of the acrylic plate model, so that a gap with a length of
100 mm and a width of 15 mm was formed in the middle of
the bottom to simulate a straight fracture with a depth of 75
μm. Meanwhile, the upper acrylic plate of the model had a 3
mm threaded opening on the left and right sides of the
aperture, serving as the injection end and the outflow end of

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of stone core model structure.
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the fluid. The bottom of the acrylic sheet was coated with
cellophane of different roughness to simulate the different
roughness of the wall. Moreover, in this experiment, the state
of the fluid inside the model during the experiment was
characterized and scanned in 3D depth by an ultradepth field
3D microscope, as shown in Figure 4. Other experimental
equipment used in this part of the study also included
accessories, such as foam generators and pressure gauges.

2.2.3. Distribution Characteristics of Foam Systems in
Fractures of Different Sizes. In this study, the stone core
holder was used as the main body of the experimental
instrument, capable of withstanding temperatures up to 150 °C
and pressures up to 25 MPa. It was used to fill the stone core
as a medium to simulate the reservoir environment. Addition-
ally, instruments such as steel intermediate containers, gas flow
meters, drying pipes, check valves, and ISCO plunger pumps
were utilized. The specific working parameters and specifica-
tions of these instruments were consistent with those used in
previous studies.
2.3. Experimental Methods and Procedures. 2.3.1. For-

mation Characteristics of Foam Systems in Fractures with

Different Roughness. Before the formal experiment, an
experimental system was established, as shown in Figure 5.
The 80 and 120 mesh glass microspheres were filled into the
model fracture mesh to create different simulated reservoir
fracture environments. The fracture edge near the inlet and
outlet of the model fluid was designed as a semicircle to reduce

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the visual microscopic fracture model.

Figure 3. Structure diagram of fracture model with variable opening.

Figure 4. Diagram of the ultradepth field 3D microscope.
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flow loss.27−31 The fluid injection end of the model bottom
plate was filled with glass microbeads. The filling range was
bounded by the central axis of the long side of the fluid flow
space in the model. The changes in the roughness of the real
fracture wall were simulated by changing the diameter of the
filled glass microbeads. Subsequently, the reservoir physical
model was placed in an environment with a constant
temperature of 25 °C. During the formal experiment, the
foam flooding process was carried out, and the pressure-
reducing valve, drying pipe, gas flow meter, and check valve
were connected at the outlet of the nitrogen gas source in turn.
Nitrogen and surfactant solutions were injected into the model
at different gas−liquid ratios. The total injection rate of the
mixture fluid of nitrogen and surfactant was 1 mL·min−1. In
addition, the concentration of the surfactant solution was set to
0.2 wt %. The flow of fluid in the model was observed during
oil displacement.

2.3.2. Migration Characteristics of Foam Systems in
Fractures with Different Roughness. In this study, surface

roughness refers to the unevenness between the small peaks
and valleys on the fracture wall, which belongs to the category
of surface morphological changes at the microscopic level.
Therefore, the surface roughness is usually measured by optical
methods such as optical cutting microscope and interference
microscope.32−35 To evaluate the surface roughness of the
model cavity wall in this study, the contour arithmetic mean
deviation Ra was introduced, which refers to the arithmetic
average of the distance between each point deviating from the
center in a certain length range. In practical measurements, it
was common to conduct more measurements at certain points
and obtain a relatively accurate Ra by calculating the average
value, to measure the roughness of the wall surface.36 Figure 6
shows the surface roughness of three different materials
measured by an optical microscope after deep scanning. Their
deviation heights from smooth to rough were 2.57, 15.15, and
63.86 μm successively.
In the formal experimental stage, the experimental system

was established according to the process shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental system for foam formation characteristics.

Figure 6. Roughness of the simulated crack measured by the instrument.
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First, a sufficient amount of surfactant solution with a mass
concentration of 0.2 wt % was prepared, and the air tightness
of the device was checked.37−39 During the experiment, the
gas−liquid ratio of the fluid injected into the model was
controlled to change the foam quality. The total flow rate of
gas and liquid was set as 1 mL·min−1, and the flow law of the
foam in the fracture was observed. When the pressure
stabilized, the pressure representation number was recorded,
that is, the foam flooding pressure difference at this time, and
the resistance effect caused by the simulated fracture in the
reservoir model was evaluated with this parameter.38 After the
flow resistance test in the smooth fracture was completed, the
inner cavity of the model was opened, and cellophane with the
Ra of 2.57 μm, Ra of 15.15 μm, and Ra of 63.86 μm were placed
inside the model, respectively, and foam flooding with different
foam qualities was performed again at the same total fluid
injection rate as in the previous part of the foam flooding
stage.40,41 The flow resistance of foam under different fracture
roughness conditions was measured. After the completion of
the above experimental steps, the cellophane with Ra = 63.86

μm was placed at half the length of the fracture of the cavity of
the physical model, and the other fracture locations were
reserved as smooth walls. Then, foam flooding was carried out,
the gas/liquid ratio was 2:1, and the total fluid injection rate
was 0.05 mL·min−1. The influence of roughness changes on
foam flow in the fracture was studied, and the pictures were
recorded by the microscope. In addition, after the end of each
group of experiments, the fracture model was washed with
ultrapure water to remove the residue inside the model for the
next group of experiments.

2.3.3. Distribution Characteristics of Foam Systems in
Fractures with Different Sizes. The purpose of studying the
formation and migration mechanism of foam injected into the
reservoir was to effectively seal the high permeability fractures,
adjust the injection profile, and create conditions for improving
the sweep efficiency of subsequent injection fluids and
optimizing final oil recovery.42−44 Therefore, to verify the
effectiveness of the foam plugging mechanism in the fracture
environment, stone core flooding experiments were designed.
During the experiment, gas flooding and foam flooding were

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the experimental system for foam migration characteristics.

Figure 8. Formation of foam with different qualities in fractures.
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conducted on each stone core model, with the small fracture
with an opening of 0.09 mm serving as the foundation. The
flow rate changes of foam in combinations of this small fracture
with fractures with openings of 0.4 0.8, and 1.2 mm were
compared. The experimental implementation process was
similar to the system and scheme used in the previous part of
the work, divided into pregas flooding and foam flooding in the
second stage. The difference was that the physical model was
replaced by two groups of stone core grippers equipped with
two kinds of stone core fractures with different opening
degrees.45−47 The stone core grippers were arranged in parallel
in the experimental system. The flow rate of the fluid passing
through the two types of stone cores in the displacement
process was measured separately, and the flow separation rate
of the microfracture with a small opening was calculated.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Formation Characteristics of Foam Systems in

Fractures with Different Roughness. In this experiment, a
visual fracture model with an opening of 200 μm was utilized
to observe the flow characteristics and regeneration of the
foam under various conditions. The gas volume ratio range of
the injected gas−liquid mixed fluid was set between 0.5 and
0.9. Figure 8 displayed the formation of foam as the fluid
passed through the visual microscopic fracture model, with the
gas volume ratio of the injected mixed fluid indicated in the
image. Figure 9 depicts the changes in the microstructure of

the liquid film as the fluid flowed through the filling site of
glass microspheres in the model, as captured by an optical
super depth-of-field microscope.
According to the comprehensive analyses of Figure 8 and

Figure 9, it was observed that bubbles of various sizes and
shapes were generated after the injected gas−liquid mixed fluid
passed through the high-roughness region filled with glass
microspheres. When there was a flowing foam liquid film at a
certain flow rate, the film broke at any surface protrusion in the
flow space, forming multiple bubbles. As a large bubble passed
through two larger protrusions of the fracture, it was squeezed
and deformed, leading to changes in capillary pressure. When
the capillary pressure was lower than the critical value, the

elongated and deformed bubbles underwent necking separa-
tion in the narrow part of the flow space, resulting in the
differentiation of large bubbles into small bubbles. Under the
condition of the same roughness of the fracture wall, the
average diameter of the bubbles gradually increased with the
increase of the gas phase content of the injected fluid, and the
irregular shape of the bubbles also increased. Due to the gas−
liquid slippage effect, a large number of gases could not
effectively participate in the bubble formation process but
quickly broke through to the edge of roughness change and
combined with the liquid film to form large bubbles. The foam
produced in the model filled with 120 mesh glass microspheres
was denser, and the number of small bubbles was higher when
the gas phase content of the mixed fluid was the same. Glass
microspheres with a higher mesh number had smaller sizes,
and the protrusions formed on the fracture wall were relatively
small and uniform. When the foaming agent liquid film and gas
flowed simultaneously, the cutting effect of the rough part on
the fracture surface was more frequent, resulting in relatively
smaller diameters of the bubbles generated by differentiation
and regeneration, making the resulting foam denser. The
densification of the foam structure was conducive to the stable
flow of the system in the fractured environment of the reservoir
and strengthened the implementation of a series of fracture
plugging effects and fluid flow control effects, which had a
positive effect on the optimization of reservoir development
benefits. Thus, foam improved the development process for
reservoirs with complex fracture structures as well as small
fracture structures.
3.2. Migration Characteristics of Foam Systems in

Fractures with Different Roughness. The effects of foam
quality and foam flow resistance were investigated by injecting
the foam into the fracture model at a constant total volume
flow rate of 1.0 mL·min−1. Figure 10 illustrates the variation of
the pressure drop during foam injection in the model with
different fracture wall roughness. The results show that the
differential pressure of the system decreases with the increase
in the liquid retention rate of the foam. It can be seen that the
increase in the amount of liquid in the system will reduce the

Figure 9. Cutting effect of the rough parts of fracture on bubbles
promotes the differentiation and regeneration of foam.

Figure 10. Flow pressure difference produced by the foams with
different liquid retention rates in fractures with different opening
degrees.
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mechanical strength of the system, resulting in a weakening of
its fracture-sealing effect.
Figure 11 shows the flow resistance of foam with different

qualities in models with different fracture roughness. Under the

condition that the foam quality increased from 50% to 98%
and the roughness of the roughest wall surface was 63.86 μm, it
could be observed from Figure 11 that the flow resistance of
the foam increased with the increase of the foam quality within
the range of 50%−90%. However, when the foam quality was
in the range of 90%−98%, the flow resistance decreased rapidly
with further increases in foam quality. Additionally, under the
same flow velocity and foam quality, the flow resistance of the
foam also increased with fracture roughness. For example,
when the foam quality was 90%, the seepage resistance of the
foam in the smooth flat fracture was 14.6 kPa. When the
surface of the fracture was coated with cellophane (Ra = 63.86
μm), the flow resistance of the foam rose to 24.4 kPa, which
was almost twice the resistance of the foam in the smooth flat
fracture. Therefore, the results indicated that there existed an
optimal foam quality level in foam injection operations to
maximize the plugging effect of the foam. Below this optimal
foam quality, the space for the system to exert the plugging
effect was limited due to the small number of bubble structures
in the foam. Conversely, above this optimal foam quality, the
bubble liquid film was thin, leading to a fragile system structure
that was not conducive to its plugging effect improvement.
Therefore, in actual injection processes, it was necessary to
consider field conditions to determine the appropriate injected
foam quality, thereby optimizing the oil displacement of the
foam and the fluid sweep efficiency.
Subsequently, the average diameter of the foam in fractures

with varying roughness was recorded using a microscope, and
the results are shown in Figure 12. The data show that the
average diameter of bubbles in the foam decreases with the
increase of the liquid retention rate of the system. The liquid
retention rate represents the amount of liquid in the system,
and an increase in the amount of liquid provides conditions for
the formation of more foam liquid films in the system, resulting
in a stronger division of the gas phase, resulting in the
formation of smaller bubbles. Figure 13 illustrates the flow
process of foam from rough fractures to smooth fractures,

moving from regions of high flow resistance to low flow
resistance. The arrows in the figure describe the flow direction
of the fluid. In the first half of the model, in the rough wall
fracture area, the roughness of the fracture wall caused the
distance between the wave peaks on the surface to be smaller
than the size of the foam generated. As a result, the foam
needed to constantly deform to pass through the rough wall.
This deformation, combined with the Jamin effect, significantly
increased the flow resistance of the foam. Additionally,
particles in the convex part of the rough wall could effectively
shear the foam, causing large bubbles to differentiate into
several small bubbles, which further required a portion of the
pressure energy during the fluid migration process to push
these bubbles. Under this condition, the system generated
greater fluid flow resistance, and the plugging effect of the foam
was better.
When the foam flowed from a zone with high flow resistance

to a zone with low flow resistance, the impact of changes in the
foam structure was depicted in Figure 14. During the migration
of the foam fluid from a fracture surface with a roughness (Ra)
of 63.86 μm to a smoother fracture surface, a noticeable
change in the foam property occurred at the junction where
the fracture roughness shifts. As the foam moved along the
smoother surface, the frequency of the shearing effect of the

Figure 11. Flow resistance produced by the foams with different
qualities in fractures with different roughness.

Figure 12. Equivalent diameters of bubbles in the foams with different
liquid retention rates.

Figure 13. Microstructure of foam in fractures with different
roughness.
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fracture wall on the foam surface decreased due to the decrease
in surface inhomogeneity, resulting in a significant increase in
the size of the foam bubbles and enhanced stability of the foam
structure.
Figure 15 illustrates the migration process of the foam from

a zone with high seepage resistance to a zone with low seepage

resistance. In smooth fractures, the average particle size of the
foam was relatively large. When the foam migrated from low-
roughness fractures to high-roughness fractures, bubbles
continuously accumulated at the interface where the fracture
roughness changed due to the interference of the increased
protrusions on the fracture surface, leading to significant liquid
film deformation and bubble shearing phenomena. Eventually,
the foam flowed into the rough wall, where foam differ-
entiation is more pronounced. As shown in Figure 15,
regardless of whether the foam flowed from a low-permeability
fracture to a high-permeability fracture or vice versa, the
variation in roughness enhanced the regeneration and
differentiation of the foam system, maintaining the foam
stability. The foam in complex fracture environments under-
went more active splitting and regeneration due to increased
shear disturbances from external forces, ensuring that the
strength and stability of the foam structure maintain dynamic
equilibrium over time. This was beneficial for the development
of foam profile control mechanisms and plugging effects,
ultimately improving the efficiency of the injected fluid sweep
and optimizing the oil recovery.
3.3. Distribution Characteristics of Foam Systems in

Fractures with Different Sizes. The displacement pressure
difference generated by each foam flow in fractures with
different sizes is shown in Figure 16. The flow resistance of
fluids in fractures with large openings was smaller, and the
corresponding displacement pressure difference was lower.
The pressure difference of foam flooding was greater than that
of gas flooding in the fractures with different opening
environments. It could be seen that the superimposed Jamin
effect of the foam based on the bubble liquid film structure in
the reservoir fracture environment increases the flow resistance
of the gas and effectively inhibits its channeling out of the
reservoir through high-permeability channels, which played a
positive role in improving the sweep efficiency of the injected

gas and the process of oil displacement. In addition, the lower
the fracture opening, the larger the gap between the
displacement pressure difference between foam flooding and
water flooding. It could be seen that in the low permeability
reservoir which had a small fracture with a low fracture
opening, the intensity of a series of injection or production
profile adjustment effects brought by foam based on the
plugging effect was more obvious, reflecting the superiority of
the foam flooding technology system in the development of
reservoirs with a variety of complex fracture structures and low
permeability fracture areas.
Subsequently, the flow conditions of fluids in fractures with

different opening degrees were compared, and the exper-
imental results are shown in Figure 17. It could be seen that

the presence of the fractures with the large opening had a
strong shielding effect on the flow of fluid to the fractures with
the small opening and the larger the gap between the openings
of the two kinds of fractures, The more obvious was the
difference in the flow diversion between them, that is, the
smaller the opening of the fracture, the smaller the diversion
rate of the fluid in the fracture. This showed that the greater
the difference in reservoir permeability, the more likely it was
that injected fluid would flow to high-permeability and large-
size fractures during the injection process of reservoir
development, which would accelerate the generation of
channeling and the phenomenon of fluid channeling. The
more heterogeneous reservoir environment was more likely to
provide conditions for the formation of the fluid channeling
phenomenon. However, the experimental data also showed
that the flow diversion rate of low-opening fractures in the

Figure 14. Flow of foams with different qualities. (The foam flows
from the high permeability zone to the low permeability zone.)

Figure 15. Change of force caused by the change of foam at the
change of fracture opening.

Figure 16. Displacement pressure difference of various fluids in
fractures with different opening degrees.

Figure 17. Fluid diversion rate under different fracture opening
combinations.
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foam flooding stage is significantly higher than that in the gas
flooding stage. This law showed that the liquid film structure of
the foam effectively wrapped the nitrogen gas and sealed the
hyperpermeability in the stone core simulated reservoir based
on the resistance brought by the superimposed Jamin effect,
thereby squeezing the subsequently injected fluid into the
small-opening fractures of the reservoir, which were difficult for
the conventional fluids to enter. This process gradually
eliminated the shielding behavior of the fluid flow in the
high permeability fracture, optimized the sweep efficiency of
the injected fluid, improved the sweep efficiency of the fluid,
and created a foundation for the improvement of oil recovery
and the improvement of reservoir development benefits.

4. CONCLUSION

(1) Compared with the high permeability reservoir, the low
permeability reservoir can exert a stronger shear effect
on the injected foam due to its fractures with the more
complex structure and the smaller volume, thus
producing dense foam with smaller bubbles that have a
smaller size. The low permeability reservoir is conducive
to the formation of high-strength foam and its
implementation of a series of effects to improve fluid
sweep efficiency and optimize oil recovery.

(2) The foam encloses the gas phase through its liquid film;
thus, the preferential migration passage is plugged by the
superposition of the Jamin effect caused by this film. The
resulting resistance effect forces the subsequently
injected fluid into the low permeability fractures that
were previously difficult to sweep, to break through the
shielding effect of high permeability fracture on low
permeability fracture, and the fluid diversion rate of the
latter is increased. Under this condition, fluid channeling
is inhibited, and foam sweep efficiency is improved
effectively, which creates conditions for the improve-
ment of oil recovery.

(3) The higher the roughness of the reservoir fracture, the
stronger the shear disturbance effect caused by the
reservoir on the injected fluid, which contributes to the
regeneration of the foam and the increase in the flow
resistance of the foam. These conditions help foam to
plug the high permeability preferential migration passage
and optimize the fluid sweep efficiency, which reflects
the superiority of foam flooding in the development of
reservoirs with complex fracture structures and low
permeability.

(4) The foam in the best quality state can maximize its
blocking effect on the high permeability fractures of the
reservoir. When the foam quality is lower than the
optimal quality, the space for the system to plug the
fracture is limited due to the less bubble liquid film
structure in the foam. When the foam quality is higher
than the optimal quality, the bubble liquid film becomes
thin and the system structure is weak, which is not
conducive to its fracture plugging sealing effect.
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